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NONCOMMUTATIVE POLYNOMIALS DESCRIBING CONVEX SETS
J. WILLIAM HELTON1, IGOR KLEP2, SCOTT MCCULLOUGH3, AND JURIJ VOLCˇICˇ4
Abstract. The free closed semialgebraic set Df determined by a hermitian noncom-
mutative polynomial f P MδpCăx, x
˚ąq is the closure of the connected component
of tpX,X˚q | fpX,X˚q ą 0u containing the origin. When L is a hermitian monic
linear pencil, the free closed semialgebraic set DL is the feasible set of the linear ma-
trix inequality LpX,X˚q ľ 0 and is known as a free spectrahedron. Evidently these
are convex and it is well-known that a free closed semialgebraic set is convex if and
only it is a free spectrahedron. The main result of this paper solves the basic prob-
lem of determining those f for which Df is convex. The solution leads to an effective
probabilistic algorithm that not only determines if Df is convex, but if so, produces a
minimal hermitian monic pencil L such that Df “ DL. Of independent interest is a
subalgorithm based on a Nichtsingula¨rstellensatz presented here: given a linear pencilrL and a hermitian monic pencil L, it determines if rL takes invertible values on the
interior of DL. Finally, it is shown that if Df is convex for an irreducible hermitian
f P Căx, x˚ą, then f has degree at most two, and arises as the Schur complement of
an L such that Df “ DL.
1. Introduction
Semidefinite programming (SDP) [Nem06, WSV12] is the main branch of convex
optimization to emerge in the last 25 years. Feasibility sets of semidefinite programs
are given by linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) and are called spectrahedra. We refer to
the book [BPR13] for an overview of the substantial theory of LMIs and spectrahedra
and the connection to real algebraic geometry. Spectrahedra are now basic objects in a
number of areas of mathematics. They figure prominently in determinantal representa-
tions [Bra¨11, GK-VVW16, NT12, PV13, Vin93], in the solution of the Kadison-Singer
paving conjecture [MSS15], and the solution of the Lax conjecture [HV07, LPR04].
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One of the main applications of SDP lies in linear systems and control theory
[SIG97]. From both empirical observation and the textbook classics, one sees that many
problems in this subject are described by signal flow diagrams and naturally convert
to inequalities involving polynomials in matrices. These polynomials depend only upon
the signal flow diagram and are otherwise independent of either the matrices or their
sizes. Thus many problems in systems and control naturally lead to noncommutative
polynomials and matrix inequality conditions. This paper solves the basic problem of
identifying those noncommutative polynomial matrix inequalities that give rise to convex
feasibility sets.
The main results of the article are stated in this introduction. Following a review
of basic definitions including that of a free spectrahedron and free semialgebraic set in
Subsection 1.1, the three main results are presented in Subsection 1.2 followed by a guide
to the paper in Subsection 1.3.
1.1. Definitions. Let x “ px1, . . . , xgq denote freely noncommuting variables and x˚ “
px˚
1
, . . . , x˚g q their formal adjoints. Let ăx, x˚ą denote the set of words in x and x˚
and Căx, x˚ą the free polynomials in px, x˚q equal the finite C-linear combinations
from ăx, x˚ą. For a positive integer δ, the set of free polynomials with coefficients
in MδpCq is denoted MδpCăx, x˚ąq and is naturally identified with the tensor product
MδpCqbCăx, x˚ą. The ring Căx, x˚ą has a natural involution ˚ determined by sending
the variables xj to x
˚
j and vice-versa and pfgq˚ “ g˚f˚ for f, g P Căx, x˚ą. An element
f P Căx, x˚ą is hermitian if f “ f˚. This involution, and the notion of a hermitian
polynomial, naturally extends to MδpCăx, x˚ąq.
An element f P MδpCăx, x˚ąq is a finite sum
(1.1) f “
ÿ
wPăx,x˚ą
fww P MδpCq b Căx, x˚ą “ MδpCăx, x˚ąq,
where fw P MδpCq. Given a g-tuple X “ pX1, . . . , Xgq P MnpCqg, a word w Păx, x˚ą is
evaluated at pX,X˚q in the natural way, resulting in an n ˆ n matrix wpX,X˚q. The
polynomial f of equation (1.1) is then evaluated at X as
fpX,X˚q “
ÿ
wPăx,x˚ą
fw b wpX,X˚q P MδpCq bMnpCq “ MnδpCq.
It is a standard fact that f is hermitian if and only if f˚pX,X˚q “ fpX,X˚q˚ for each
n and X P MnpCqg.
Affine linear polynomials play a special role. A monic (linear) pencil of size δ is
an element L of MδpCăx, x˚ąq of the form
(1.2) Lpx, x˚q “ Iδ ´ AÄx´BÄ x˚ “ Iδ ´
gÿ
j“1
Ajxj ´
gÿ
j“1
Bjx
˚
j .
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In the case B “ A˚, the pencil L is a hermitian monic (linear) pencil. The associated
spectrahedron
DLpnq “ tpX,X˚q P MnpCq2g : LpX,X˚q ľ 0u1
is a convex semialgebraic set and is the closure of the connected set tpX,X˚q P MnpCq2g :
LpX,X˚q ą 0u. The union, over n, of DLpnq is a free spectrahedron, denoted DL.
Given f P MδpCăx, x˚ąq with det fp0q ‰ 0 and a positive integer n, let Kfpnq
denote the closure of the connected component of 0 of
tpX,X˚q P MnpCq2g : det fpX,X˚q ‰ 0u.
The free invertibility set Kf associated to f is then the union, over n, of the Kfpnq.
By replacing f by fp0q´1f we may, and usually do, assume that fp0q “ I. A free
invertibility set Kf is convex if each Kfpnq is. If f “ f˚ is hermitian, then Kf is a
free semialgebraic set denoted Df . (Letting g “ f˚f , we see that g is hermitian
with gp0q “ I, and Kf “ Kg “ Dg.) In particular, if L is a hermitian monic pencil,
then DL is a convex free semialgebraic set. Questions surrounding convexity of free
semialgebraic sets arise in applications such as systems engineering and are natural
from the point of view of the theories of completely positive maps, operator systems
and matrix convex sets [Pau02, EW97], and quantum information theory [HKM17, BN].
It is known, [HM12, Kri], that Kf is convex if and only if there is an hermitian monic
pencil L such that Kf “ DL.
1.2. Main results. We are now ready to exposit our main results. Using the theory of
realizations for noncommutative rational functions [BGM05, BR11, GGRW05, KVV09,
Vol17], in Theorem 1.1 we explicitly and constructively describe the structure of non-
commutative matrix polynomials f whose invertibility set Kf is convex. Each δ ˆ δ
noncommutative polynomial or noncommutative rational function r with rp0q “ I has
a noncommutative Fornasini-Marchesini (FM) realization. Namely, there exists
a positive integer d (the size of the realization), a monic linear pencil with coefficients
from MdpCq, and c, b1, . . . , b2g P MdˆδpCq such that
(1.3) rpx, x˚q “ Iδ ` c˚Lpx, x˚q´1b,
where b :“ řgj“1pbjxj ` bg`jx˚j q. A dˆ d linear pencil L as in (1.2) is indecomposable
if A1, . . . , Ag, B1, . . . , Bg generate MdpCq as a C-algebra.2 For non-constant r, the FM
realization (1.3) is minimal if L has minimal size amongst all FM realizations of r.
1For a square matrix T , the notation T ľ 0 indicates that T is positive semidefinite.
2We warn the reader that this terminology is inconsistent with [KV17, HKV18], where “irreducible”
was being used motivated by representation theoretic considerations.
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Theorem 1.1. Let f P MδpCăx, x˚ąq with fp0q “ I. Let f´1 “ I ` c˚L´1b be a
minimal FM realization. After a basis change we can assume that
(1.4) L “
¨˚
˝L
1 ‹ ‹
. . . ‹
Lℓ
‹˛‚,
with each Li either indecomposable or an identity matrix.
Let pL be the direct sum of those indecomposable blocks Li of L that are similar to
a hermitian monic pencil, and let qL be the direct sum of the remaining Lj. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) Kf is convex;
(ii) Kf is a free spectrahedron;
(iii) Kf “ KpL;
(iv) qL is invertible on the interior of KpL.
Proof. If Kf is convex, then it is a free spectrahedron (by [HM12]). Hence (i) implies (ii).
The converse is immediate. The equivalence of items (iii) and (iv) is straightforward.
Evidently item (iii) implies (ii). The converse is proved in Section 4.1.
Theorem 1.1 implies that, for a monic linear pencil L, the invertibility set KL is
convex if and only if the semisimple part of a minimal size pencil L describing KL is
similar to a hermitian pencil.
A non-invertible element f P MδpCăx, x˚ąq is an atom ([Coh06]) if it is not a zero
divisor and does not factor; that is, can not be written as f1f2 for non-invertible fj P
MδpCăx, x˚ąq. Given fj P Mδj pCăx, x˚ąq for 1 ď j ď t, the intersection K :“
Ş
j Kfj
is irredundant if Kfj Ę
Ş
k‰j Kfk for all j. Theorem 1.1 yields the following striking
result providing further evidence of the rigid nature of convexity for free semialgebraic
sets.
Corollary 1.2. Suppose fj P MδjˆδjpCăx, x˚ąq are atoms with fjp0q “ I. If K :“Ş
j Kfj is irredundant, then K is convex if and only if each Kfj is convex.
Proof. See Subsection 4.1.
Theorem 1.1 leads to algorithms based on semidefinite programming. Note that
Part (2) of Corollary 1.3 below asserts the existence of an effective version of the main
result of [HM12].
Corollary 1.3. Let f P MδpCăx, x˚ąq with det fp0q ‰ 0 be given.
(1) There is an effective algorithm to check whether Kf is convex.
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(2) In the case Kf is convex, there is an effective algorithm to compute a linear
matrix inequality (LMI) representation for Kf ; that is, a hermitian monic pencil
L (of minimal size) with Kf “ DL.
The proof of (2) is based on Theorem 1.1 (see Subsection 4.2), while the proof of
(1) in Subsection 4.3 uses (2) and new, of independent interest, (recursive) certificates
for invertibility of linear pencils on interiors of free spectrahedra.
Theorem 1.4 (Nichtsingula¨rstellensatz). Let L be a hermitian monic pencil, and letrL be a not necessarily square affine linear matrix polynomial. Consider the set of all
matrices D,Ck, P0 such that P0 ľ 0 and
(1.5) DrL` rL˚D˚ “ P0 `ÿ
k
C˚kLCk.
(Such certificates can be searched for using semidefinite programming.)
(1) If the only solutions of (1.5) have P0 “ 0 “ Ck, then for some pX,X˚q in the
interior of DL, the matrix rLpX,X˚q is rank deficient;
(2) Otherwise let V “ kerP0 X
Ş
k kerCk.
(a) If V “ t0u, then rL is full rank on intDL.
(b) If V ‰ t0u, then rL is full rank on intDL if and only if rL|V is full rank on
intDL and the theorem now applies with rL replaced by the smaller pencil rL|V .
Proof. See Proposition 4.3, Corollary 4.6 and its proof.
For the special case of hermitian atoms with δ “ 1 the conclusion of Theorem 1.1
can be significantly strengthened as the final main result shows.
Theorem 1.5. Suppose f P Căx, x˚ą is a hermitian atom and fp0q ą 0. If Df is proper
and convex, then f is of degree at most two, is concave and is the Schur complement of
any minimal size hermitian monic pencil L satisfying Df “ DL.
Proof. See Section 3.
Theorem 1.5 settles [DHM07, Conjecture 1.7].
Noncommutative (synonymously) free analysis has implications in the commutative
setting, particularly for LMIs. Given a hermitian monic pencil L the set DLp1q, level 1 of
the free spectrahedron DL, consisting of ξ P Cg such that Lpξ, ξq ľ 0 is a spectrahedron
[Viz15]. Spectrahedra are currently of intense interest in a number of areas; e.g., real
algebraic geometry [BPR13, Lau14, Tho+], optimization [Nem06, WSV12, FGPRT15]
and quantum information theory [LP15, PNA10]. Problems involving free spectrahedra
are typically tractable semidefinite programming problems. Thus elevating a problem
involving spectrahedra to its free analog often produces a tractable relaxation. The
matrix cube problem of [B-TN02, Nem06] is a notable example of this phenomena
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[HKM13, HKMS+]. See also [DDOSS17, KTT15]. Theorem 1.4 provides another ex-
ample as it gives a computationally tractable relaxation for the problem of determining
whether a polynomial is of constant sign on the interior of a spectrahedron.
1.3. Reader’s guide. Section 2 contains background and some preliminary results on
linear pencils, free spectrahedra and realizations of noncommutative rational functions
needed in the sequel. The proof of Theorem 1.5 is given in Section 3, followed by the
proof of Theorem 1.1 and its corollary, Corollary 1.2, in Subsection 4.1. Corollary 1.3
and Theorem 1.4 are proved in the remainder of Section 4. Subsection 4.2 contains an
algorithm that, for a given noncommutative polynomial f with convex Kf , constructs a
hermitian monic pencil qL with DqL “ Kf . Indeed, up to similarity, qL is extracted from
the monic linear pencil L appearing in a minimal FM realization of f´1. Subsection
4.3 presents an effective algorithm for checking whether Kf is convex. It is based on
(the proof of) Theorem 1.1 and representation theory and produces a finite sequence
of semidefinite programs of decreasing size whose feasibility determines if Kf is con-
vex. Section 5 presents several illustrative examples establishing optimality of our main
results. Further, Subsection 5.3 settles a conjecture from [DHM07] on the degrees of
atoms f with convex Kf in the negative. In Section 6 we characterize hermitian monic
pencils that can arise in a minimal realization of a noncommutative polynomial; these
pencils underpin our constructions in Section 5. Finally, Section 7 provides a detailed
analysis of factorizations of hereditary noncommutative polynomials. As a consequence,
an hereditary minimal degree defining polynomial for a free spectrahedron is an atom,
and hence has degree at most two, see Corollary 7.2.
2. Preliminaries
Let z “ pz1, . . . , zg, zg`1, . . . , z2gq “ px1, . . . , xg, y1, . . . , ygq denote 2g freely non-
commuting variables. Replacing zg`j “ yj with x˚j identifies Căzą with Căx, x˚ą.
On the other hand, elements f P Căzą are naturally evaluated at tuples Z “ pX, Y q P
MnpCqgˆMnpCqg “ MnpCq2g; whereas we evaluate f P Căx, x˚ą at pX,X˚q P MnpCq2g.
The use of Căzą versus Căx, x˚ą only signals our intent on viewing the domain of f
as either MnpCq2g or tpX,X˚q : X P MnpCqgu Ă MnpCq2g respectively. Indeed, we can
identify Căzą with Căx, x˚ą whenever we work with attributes of free polynomials
that are per se independent of evaluations. For example, ring-theoretically there is no
difference in using symbols zg`j instead of x
˚
j when talking about atomicity of polyno-
mials. Therefore the results and definitions for matrix polynomials in z “ pz1, . . . , zhq,
whose assumptions refer only to the structure, and not to evaluations, of polynomials,
directly apply to matrix polynomials in x1, . . . , xg, x
˚
1
, . . . , x˚g .
The free locus Zf of f P Căząδˆδ is the union, over n P N, of
Zf pnq “
 pX, Y q P MnpCq2g : det fpX, Y q “ 0( .
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Assuming det fp0q ‰ 0, as in the introduction, let Kf “
Ť
nKfpnq, where Kfpnq is the
closure of the connected component of pX,X˚q P MnpCq2g : det fpX,X˚q ‰ 0(
containing the origin.
For A “ pA1, . . . , Agq P MdˆepCqg and P P MeˆδpCq, we write
A˚ :“ pA˚
1
, . . . , A˚gq, AÄx :“
gÿ
j
Ajxj ,
AP :“ pA1P, . . . , AgP q, kerA :“
gč
j
kerAj.
For a hermitian monic pencil L “ I ´AÄx´A˚Äx˚ set BDLpnq “ ZLpnqXDLpnq and
BDL “
ď
nPN
BDLpnq.
Observe that since Lp0q ą 0, it is easy to see that BDLpnq is precisely the topological
boundary ofDLpnq. Furthermore, DLpnq is the closure of its interior because of convexity.
A non-constant hermitian monic pencil L is minimal if it is of minimal size among
pencils hermitian monic pencils L1 satisfying DL1 “ DL. It is convenient to assess that the
minimal pencil for the largest free spectrahedron D0 “ tpX,X˚q : X P MnpCqn, n P Nu
is of size 0. Every free semialgebraic set strictly contained in D0 is called proper.
2.1. Free loci and spectrahedra. For h, n P N, let Ωpnq “ pΩpnq
1
, . . . ,Ω
pnq
h q be an
h-tuple of nˆ n generic matrices, that is,
Ω
pnq
j “ pωjıqı,
where ωjı for 1 ď j ď h and 1 ď ı,  ď n are commuting indeterminates.
Lemma 2.1. A linear pencil L “ I ´ AÄ z is indecomposable if and only if
(1) kerA “ t0u and kerA˚ “ t0u; and
(2) detLpΩpnqq is an irreducible polynomial for all n large enough.
Proof. Assume L is indecomposable. Thus the Aj have no common invariant subspace.
In particular, kerA “ t0u and kerA˚ “ t0u. Thus (1) holds. The fact that (2) holds is
contained in [HKV18, Theorem 3.4].
For the converse implication assume L is not indecomposable. So the Aj have an
invariant subspace, and L can be written in block form as
L “
ˆ
L1 ‹
0 L2
˙
.
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If the coefficients of L1 are jointly nilpotent, then kerA ‰ t0u. If the coefficients of L2
are jointly nilpotent, then kerA˚ ‰ t0u. Otherwise detLipΩpnqq are non-constant for all
large n (cf. Remark 2.6(4) below), and hence
detLpΩpnqq “ detL1pΩpnqq detL2pΩpnqq
is not irreducible for large n.
Note that every indecomposable hermitian monic pencil is minimal.
Proposition 2.2 ([HKM13, Theorem 1.2], [DDOSS17, Section 6]). Every minimal
hermitian monic pencil L is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of irredundant indecom-
posable hermitian monic pencils Li.
Proposition 2.3 ([HKV18, Proposition 8.3]). If L is a minimal hermitian monic pencil,
then BDLpnq is Zariski dense in ZLpnq for all n large enough.
In particular, if f is a polynomial and BDL Ď Zf , then ZL Ď Zf .
Proposition 2.4. If f P MδpCăząq and det fp0q ‰ 0, then f is an atom if and only if
det fpΩpnqq is an irreducible polynomial for all n large enough.
Proof. The forward implication is [HKV18, Theorem 4.3(1)]. For the converse, suppose f
factors as f “ f1f2, where the fi are non-invertible. By Remark 2.6(4) below, det fipΩpnqq
is non-constant for large n. But then det fpΩpnqq is not irreducible for large n.
Proposition 2.5. Let f P MδpCăx, x˚ąq satisfy det fp0q ‰ 0, and let L be a hermitian
monic pencil.
(1) If Zf “ ZL, then Kf “ DL.
(2) If L is minimal and Kf “ DL, then Zf Ě ZL.
(3) If f is an atom and L is minimal, then Kf “ DL implies Zf “ ZL.
Proof. To prove item (1) let pX,X˚q be a point in the connected component O of pX,X˚q P MnpCq2g : det fpX,X˚q ‰ 0(
containing the origin. Thus, there exists a path γ inO with γp0q “ 0 and γp1q “ pX,X˚q.
If LpX,X˚q č 0, then there exists t P p0, 1q such that detLpγptqq “ 0, contradicting
Zf “ ZL. Therefore LpX,X˚q ą 0. A similar argument shows LpX,X˚q ą 0 implies
pX,X˚q P O. Taking closures obtains Kf “ DL.
Taking up items (2) and (3), suppose L is minimal. If Kf “ DL, then they have
the same topological boundary. Since the topological boundary of Kf pnq is contained in
Zf pnq and BDLpnq is Zariski dense in ZLpnq for large n by Proposition 2.3, Zf Ě ZL.
If also f is atom, then Zfpnq is irreducible for large n by Proposition 2.4 and thus
Zf “ ZL.
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2.2. Realization theory. Let MδpC păz qąq denote the δ ˆ δ noncommutative (nc) ra-
tional functions in z1, . . . , zh [Coh06, BGM05, KVV09, Vol18]. Evaluations and the
involution for polynomials naturally extend to MδpC păz qąq and MδpC păx, x˚ qąq, respec-
tively. Both operations are entirely transparent for FM realizations (equation (1.3)).
Remark 2.6. For later use we recall the following well-known facts about minimal FM
realizations.
(1) If I ` c˚pI ´ AÄ zq´1pbÄ zq is a minimal FM realization of size d, then
c˚v “ 0 and v P kerA ñ v “ 0
and
v˚b “ 0 and v P kerA˚ ñ v “ 0.
These observations are a consequence of a stronger result stating that an FM
realization is minimal if and only if it is observable and controllable [BGM05,
Theorem 9.1], meaning
spantAwbju : w P ăzą, 1 ď j ď g, u P Cδu “ Cd,
spantpA˚qwcu : w P ăzą, u P Cδu “ Cd.
(2) Minimal FM realizations are unique up to an isomorphism (change of basis)
between their state spaces [BGM05, Theorem 8.2].
(3) If r “ I ` c˚L´1b is a minimal FM realization, then the domain of regularity of
r is the complement of ZL by [KVV09, Theorem 3.1] and [Vol17, Theorem 3.10].
(4) For a linear pencil L, we have ZL “ ∅ if and only the coefficients of L are jointly
nilpotent by [KV17, Proposition 3.3]. Using item (3) it follows that, if I`c˚L´1b
is a minimal FM realization of a polynomial, then the coefficients of L are jointly
nilpotent.
(5) Lastly, if r “ I ` c˚L´1b is an FM realization, then
(2.1) r´1 “ I ´ c˚`I ´ pA ´ bc˚qÄ z˘´1b
is an FM realization of r´1 by [BGM05, Theorem 4.3]. Because the realizations
(1.3) and (2.1) are of the same size, (1.3) is minimal for r if and only if (2.1) is
minimal for r´1.
Proposition 2.7. Let f P MδpCăząq be non-constant with fp0q “ I. If I ` c˚L´1b is
a minimal FM realization of f´1 with L “ I ´ AÄ z, then
(1) det fpΩpnqq “ detLpΩpnqq for all n.
If moreover δ “ 1, then
(2) kerA˚ “ t0u and kerA “ t0u;
(3) L is indecomposable if and only if f is an atom.
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Proof. (1) By the well-known determinantal identity detpM`uv˚q “ detpI`v˚M´1uq detM
for an invertible M ,
detLpZq det fpZq´1 “ det `pL` bc˚qpZq˘
for every Z with det fpZq ‰ 0. By Remark 2.6(4), Nj :“ Aj ´ bjc˚, the coefficients of
L ` bc˚, are the coefficients in a minimal realization of the polynomial f. By Remark
2.6(4) , the Nj are jointly nilpotent. Hence det fpΩpnqq “ detLpΩpnqq for all n.
(2) If 0 ‰ v P kerA, then
Njv “ ´pc˚vqbj ,
and c˚v P Czt0u by Remark 2.6(1). Hence bj P ranNj . Since the Nj are jointly nilpotent,
there exists a nonzero vector u such that u˚Nj “ 0. Hence u˚bj “ 0. By Remark 2.6(1),
the FM realization 2.1 is not minimal, contradicting Remark 2.6(5).
A similar line of reasoning shows that kerA˚ “ t0u. If v˚Aj “ 0 and Nju “ 0, then
´v˚bjc˚u “ 0. By minimality, there is a k such that v˚bk ‰ 0. Hence c˚u “ 0 and thus
Aju “ 0, contradicting minimality.
(3) Let f be an atom. By Proposition 2.4, detLpΩpnqq “ det fpΩpnqq is an irreducible
polynomial for all n large enough. Hence L is indecomposable by Lemma 2.1 and (2).
Conversely, if L is indecomposable, then det fpΩpnqq “ detLpΩpnqq is an irreducible
polynomial for all n large enough by Lemma 2.1. Therefore f is an atom by Proposition
2.4.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.5
We start the proof of Theorem 1.5 with a lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose r P C păx, x˚ qązC is defined at the origin and rp0q “ 1. Assume
that r is hermitian and r “ 1`c˚L´1b is a minimal FM realization, where b “ řj qbjxj`ř
j
pbjx˚j . If L is indecomposable and monic hermitian, say L “ I´AÄx´A˚Ä x˚, then
there exists λ P Rzt0u such that
qbj “ λAjc and pbj “ λA˚j c for all j “ 1, . . . , g.
Proof. Since r is hermitian, the comparison of formal power series expansions of 1 `
c˚L´1b and 1` b˚L´1c yields
c˚Ak wpA,A˚qqbj “ pb˚k wpA,A˚qAjc(3.1)
c˚A˚k wpA,A˚qqbj “ qb˚k wpA,A˚qAjc(3.2)
c˚Ak wpA,A˚qpbj “ pb˚k wpA,A˚qA˚j c(3.3)
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for all w Păx, x˚ą and 1 ď j, k ď g. Since L is indecomposable, the matrices wpA,A˚q,
for w Păx, x˚ą, span MdpCq. It is easy to see that if v1, v2, v3, v4 P Cd satisfy
v˚
1
Mv2 “ v˚3Mv4 for all M P MdpCq,
then v1 and v3 are collinear, and v2 and v4 are collinear. Hence by (3.1),(3.2),(3.3) and
the fact that wpA,A˚q span MdpCq, there exist λ1jk, λ2jk, λ3jk P C such thatqbj “ λ1jkAjc, pbk “ λ1jkA˚kc(3.4) qbj “ λ2jkAjc, qbk “ λ2jkAkcpbj “ λ3jkA˚j c, pbk “ λ3jkA˚kc(3.5)
for all j, k. By minimality there exists ℓ such that qbℓ ‰ 0 or pbℓ ‰ 0. By symmetry we
may assume pbℓ ‰ 0.
Since pbℓ ‰ 0, equation (3.4) implies λ :“ λ1jℓ ‰ 0 is independent of j. It also implies
A˚ℓ c ‰ 0. Likewise, by equation (3.5), λ3jℓ is independent of j and λ3jℓ “ λ1jℓ “ λ. By
equation (3.5), pbℓ “ λA˚ℓ c “ λA˚ℓ c. Thus λ P Rzt0u. Finally, from equation (3.4),qbj “ λAjc and pbj “ λA˚j c as desired.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose f P Căx, x˚ą is a hermitian atom and f´1 “ 1` c˚L´1b is
a minimal FM realization. If L is hermitian, then f is concave, has degree at most two
and is a Schur complement of L. Further, fpX,X˚q ą 0 if and only if LpX,X˚q ą 0.
Proof. Since L is hermitian, it has the form L “ I´AÄx´A˚ Äx˚. Since f is an atom
and the realization f´1 “ I ` c˚L´1b is minimal, L is indecomposable by Proposition
2.7(3). Since f is hermitian, so is f´1. Thus, by Lemma 3.1 we may assume that
b “ εpAÄx` A˚Ä x˚qc
for ε P t´1, 1u. By Remark 2.6(5), f admits a minimal realization
(3.6) f “ 1´ εc˚
´
I ´ ApI ´ εcc˚qÄx´ A˚pI ´ εcc˚qÄx˚¯´1pAÄx` A˚Äx˚qc.
Since f is a polynomial, the AjpI ´ εcc˚q, A˚j pI ´ εcc˚q are jointly nilpotent by Remark
2.6(4). In particular, they have a nontrivial common kernel. Since Aj , A
˚
j generate
MdpCq, it follows that P “ I ´ εcc˚ is singular, so in particular ε “ 1. Since also P
is hermitian and a rank-one perturbation of the identity, it is an orthogonal projection.
After a unitary change of basis we assume that P “ 0‘ Id´1. Let
A “
ˆ
α v˚
u rA
˙
be the decomposition of A with respect to this new basis. Then
AP “
ˆ
0 v˚
0 rA
˙
, A˚P “
ˆ
0 u˚
0 rA˚
˙
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are jointly nilpotent, so rA, rA˚ are jointly nilpotent. Hence rA˚j rAj is nilpotent and thusrA “ 0. It follows that AP,A˚P are jointly nilpotent of order at most two and´
I ´ ApI ´ cc˚qÄx´ A˚pI ´ cc˚qÄx˚¯´1 “ I ` ApI ´ cc˚qÄx` A˚pI ´ cc˚qÄx˚.
Now (3.6) gives
f “ 1´ c˚
´
I ` ApI ´ cc˚qÄx` A˚pI ´ cc˚qÄx˚¯`AÄx` A˚Äx˚˘c
“ 1´ c˚pAÄx` A˚Ä x˚qc´ c˚pAÄx` A˚Ä x˚qpI ´ cc˚qpAÄx` A˚Ä x˚qc.
Therefore f has the form
f “ 1´ pαÄ x` α¯Ä x˚q ´ puÄx` vÄx˚q˚puÄx` vÄx˚q,
which is a Schur complement of
L “ I ´
ˆ
α v˚
u 0
˙Ä
x´
ˆ
α¯ u˚
v 0
˙Ä
x˚.
In particular, f is concave, has degree at most two and fpX,X˚q ą 0 if and only if
LpX,X˚q ą 0.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose f P Căx, x˚ą is a hermitian atom with fp0q “ 1 and L is
a minimal hermitian monic pencil of size d ě 1. If Df “ DL, then L is indecomposable
and there exists bj , c P Cd such that f´1 “ I ` c˚L´1b is a minimal FM realization.
Proof. Write L “ I ´AÄx´A˚Ä x˚. By Proposition 2.5(3), Zf “ ZL. After a unitary
change of basis we can assume that L equals a direct sum of indecomposable hermitian
monic pencils L1, . . . , Lℓ. Since L is minimal, the pencils L1, . . . , Lℓ are pairwise unitarily
non-similar by Proposition 2.2. Therefore
Zfpnq “ ZLpnq “ ZL1pnq Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ZLℓpnq
is a union of ℓ distinct hypersurfaces for large n by Lemma 2.1. Since f is an atom,
Proposition 2.7(3) implies ℓ “ 1. Hence L is indecomposable.
Let f´1 “ 1 ` c˜˚rL´1rb be a minimal FM realization. Since f is an atom, rL is
indecomposable by Proposition 2.7(3), and ZrL “ Zf “ ZL by Proposition 2.7(1). By
[KV17, Theorem 3.11], the pencils L and rL are of the same size d and there exists
P P GLdpCq such that rL “ P´1LP . Therefore f´1 admits the minimal FM realization
f´1 “ 1` c˚L´1b,
where b “ P rb and c “ P´˚c˜.
Combining Propositions 3.3 and 3.2 proves a bit more than claimed in Theorem 1.5.
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Corollary 3.4. Suppose f P Căx, x˚ą is a hermitian atom and fp0q ą 0. If Df is
proper and convex, then f has degree two and is concave.
Further, normalizing fp0q “ 1, if L is a minimal hermitian monic pencil such that
Df “ DL, then L is indecomposable, f is a Schur complement of L and there exist
vectors c, b1, . . . , b2g such that
f´1 “ 1` c˚L´1b
is a minimal FM realization.
Remark 3.5. The properness in Corollary 3.4 ensures that a minimal hermitian monic
pencil for Df has size at least 1, so Proposition 3.3 applies. For the description of
f P Căx, x˚ą satisfying f ą 0 globally, see [KPV17, Remark 5.1].
Remark 3.6. From the proof of Theorem 1.5 we also obtain a bound on d, the size of L.
Since rA “ 0, the lower right pd´1qˆpd´1q entries in the C-algebra generated by A and
A˚ are spanned by S “ tst˚ : s, t P tu1, . . . , ug, v1, . . . , vguu. Since L is indecomposable,
this span is all of Md´1pCq and hence pd´ 1q2 is at most the maximal cardinality of S,
namely, p2gq2. Hence d ď 2g ` 1.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 and algorithms: Corollary 1.3
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 and explore algorithmic consequences. In
particular, we present, stated as Corollary 1.3, a constructive version of the main result
of [HM12].
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. It suffices to prove item (ii) implies item (iii). Let L
be the pencil appearing in a minimal FM realization for f´1, and let L1, . . . , Lℓ be its
diagonal blocks as in (1.4). By Remark 2.6(3), Kf “ KL. By assumption there exists
a minimal hermitian monic pencil rL such that KL “ DrL. By BKLpnq we denote the
topological boundary of KLpnq. Thus
ZLpnq Ě BKLpnq “ BDrLpnq
for every n.
For S Ď MnpCqg let S Zar denote its Zariski closure. For n sufficiently large,
ZLpnq Ě BKLpnqZar “ BDrLpnqZar “ ZrLpnq
by Proposition 2.3. Note that ZLpnq and ZrLpnq are hypersurfaces. Therefore the set of
irreducible components of ZLpnq contains the set of irreducible components of ZrLpnq.
Since
ZL “ ZL1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ZLℓ
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and the ZLipnq are irreducible hypersurfaces for all n large enough by Lemma 2.1, there
exist indices 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă is ď ℓ such that the Lik are pairwise non-similar and
(4.1) BKLpnqZar “ ZrLpnq “ ZLi1 pnq Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ZLis pnq
for all n large enough. Since rL is minimal, it is (up to a unitary change of basis) equal to
a direct sum of irredundant indecomposable hermitian monic pencils rLk by Proposition
2.2. Each of them corresponds to an irreducible component in (4.1) by Proposition 2.3.
Therefore rL “ rL1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘ rLs and, after reindexing if needed, ZrLk “ ZLik for k “ 1, . . . , s.
Then KLik “ DrLk is convex for every k and therefore
(4.2) KL “
č
k
KLik “
č
k
DrLk “ DrL1‘¨¨¨‘rLs.
Moreover, Lik is similar to rLk by [KV17, Theorem 3.11].
Recall that pL is the direct sum of indecomposable blocks Lk that are similar to a
hermitian monic pencil, and qL is the direct sum of the rest. Then every Lik appears as
a direct summand in pL. Now let Lm be an arbitrary pencil appearing in pL. If it is not
similar to Lik for any k, then (4.1) impliesč
k
KLik Ď KLm.
Hence Kf “ DpL holds by (4.2).
Remark 4.1. Given a factorization of f into atomic factors f “ f1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ft with fjp0q “ I,
one can use the proof of Theorem 1.1 to identify those factors fj that determine Kf .
By (4.1),
ZLi1 pnq Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ZLis pnq Ď Zf1pnq Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Zftpnq.
for all n. Since Zfj pnq is an irreducible surface for large n by Proposition 2.4, there exist
indices 1 ď j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă js ď t such that
ZLik “ Zfjk
for all k “ 1, . . . , s. Therefore
Kf “
č
k
Kfjk
by (4.2) and Proposition 2.5(1).
To find the indices jk, we first compute minimal realizations for f
´1
j “ I ` cjL´1j bj ,
and put each Lj into a block upper triangular form as in (1.4). For every j, precisely
one of the blocks on the diagonal of Lj is indecomposable by Proposition 2.4. Then we
compare these blocks to the pencils Lik to determine jk.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. pðq is trivial. For the converse let f “ śi fi and consider a
minimal FM realization f´1 “ I ` c˚L´1b. After a basis change we may assume that L
is of the form (1.4). As in Remark 4.1, for every i there exists ji such that ZLi “ Zfji ,
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whence KLi “ Kfji . If some Li is not similar to a hermitian monic pencil, then qL is
nontrivial and is invertible on intKpL by convexity of K and Theorem 1.1. Hence fji is
redundant, contradicting the assumption.
4.2. Finding an LMI representation for a convex Kf . The main result of [HM12]
states that for a hermitian matrix polynomial f P MδpCăx, x˚ąq with fp0q ą 0, the
set Kfpnq is convex for all n if and only if Kf is a free spectrahedron. Actually, the
version in [HM12] does this for hermitian f with bounded Kf . However, these two
assumptions are redundant. Indeed, the former can be enforced by replacing f by
f˚f . The alternative proof of [HM12, Theorem 1.4] due to Kriel [Kri] is based on
Nash functions in real algebraic geometry and the Fritz-Netzer-Thom characterization
[FNT17] of free spectrahedra via operator systems theory. It also works for unbounded
Kf “ Df˚f .
4.2.1. Algorithm. We next explain how the machinery developed in this paper produces
an explicit minimal LMI representation for a convex Kf . This efficient probabilistic
algorithm only involves linear algebra and semidefinite programming (SDP) [WSV12,
BPR13].
(a) Compute the minimal realization
I ` c˚L´1b
for f´1. This process only uses linear algebra, see [BGM05] for details.
(b) Next we find the Burnside decomposition [Bre14, Corollary 5.23] of L into
L “
¨˚
˝L
1 ‹ ‹
. . . ‹
Lℓ
‹˛‚,
where each Li is either indecomposable or the identity. This decomposition
can be found using probabilistic algorithms with polynomial complexity [Ebe91,
CIW97].
(c) Considering only the indecomposable blocks, choose one from each similarity
class. Note that checking similarity of linear pencils amounts to checking whether
a system of linear equations PLi “ LjP has an invertible solution P .
(d) Find all those Li that are similar to a hermitian monic pencil. This uses SDP.
Each solution to the feasibility semidefinite problem
(4.3) Q ľ I, QpLiq˚ “ LiQ
leads to a hermitian monic pencil rLi “ Q´ 12LiQ 12 . If (4.3) is infeasible, then Li
is not similar to a hermitian monic pencil.
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(e) The direct sum rL of the hermitian monic pencils rLi obtained in (d) satisfies
DrL “ Kf
by Theorem 1.1.
(f) Using the minimization algorithm described in [HKM13, Subsection 4.6], which
uses SDP to eliminate redundant blocks in rL, we can produce a minimal hermit-
ian monic pencil pL with DpL “ Kf .
4.3. Checking whether Kf is convex. As a side product of Theorem 1.1 and the
Algorithm in Subsection 4.2 we obtain a procedure for checking whether Kf is convex.
Given f P MδpCăx, x˚ąq with fp0q “ I, we construct the realization of f´1 and
identify its indecomposable blocks Li, choosing one from each similarity class. Let pL be
the direct sum of all the Li that are similar to a hermitian monic pencil, and let qL be
the direct sum of the others. By Theorem 1.1, it suffices to present an algorithm for
checking whether property (iv) of Theorem 1.1 holds, that is, whether qL is invertible on
the interior of DpL. To this end we first prove general statements about (rectangular)
affine linear pencils being of full rank on the interior of a free spectrahedron (see also
[KPV17, Vol, Pas18, GGOW16] for related results).
For the rest of this section let L be a dˆ d hermitian monic pencil, and let rL be a
δˆ ε affine linear pencil (in x and x˚). Assume δ ě ε and consider the following system:
(4.4) RepDrLq “ P0 `ÿ
k
C˚kLCk, P0 ľ 0
for some D P MεˆδpCq, Ck P MdˆεpCq and P0 P MεpCq, where RepMq “ 12pM `M˚q
denotes the real part of a square matrix M . (If δ ă ε we simply replace rL by rL˚.) Note
that D “ 0, P0 “ 0, Ck “ 0 is a trivial solution. We mention that (4.4) is related to the
notion of a rL-real left module of [HKN14].
Lemma 4.2. Let δ ě ε. If there exists a solution of (4.4) satisfying
(4.5) kerP0 X
č
k
kerCk “ t0u,
then rLpX,X˚q is full rank for every X satisfying LpX,X˚q ą 0.
Proof. Suppose (4.4) holds andX P MnpCqg satisfies LpX,X˚q ą 0. If RepDrLqpX,X˚qv “
0 for v P Cεn, then (4.4) together with P0 ľ 0 and LpX,X˚q ą 0 imply
pP0 b Iqv “ 0, pCk b Iqv “ 0 for all k.
Therefore v “ 0 by equation (4.5). Hence RepDrLqpX,X˚q is positive definite, so
pDrLqpX,X˚q is invertible. Consequently rLpX,X˚q has full rank.
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Proposition 4.3. Let δ ě ε. If every solution of (4.4) satisfies
P0 “ 0, Ck “ 0 for all k,
then there exists X P Mmaxtd,εupCqg such that LpX,X˚q ą 0 and ker rLpX,X˚q ‰ t0u.
Before proving Proposition 4.3 we introduce some notation. Let η “ maxtd, εu. For
ℓ “ 0, 1, 2, let Vℓ Ď MηpCăx, x˚ąq denote the subspace of polynomials of degree at most
ℓ, and let
S “
#ÿ
i
L˚i Li : Li P V1
+
,
C “
#ÿ
k
C˚kLCk : Ck P MdˆηpCq
+
,
U “
#˜
D1rL` rL˚E˚1 rL˚E˚2
D2rL 0
¸
: D1, E1 P MεˆδpCq, D2, E2 P Mpη´εqˆδpCq
+
.
Also let Vh
2
Ď V2 be the R-subspace of hermitian matrix polynomials. Both C and S are
convex cones in Vh
2
, and U is a subspace in V2. Observe that
U X Vh
2
“
#˜
RepD1rLq rL˚D˚2
D2rL 0
¸
: D1 P MεˆδpCq, D2 P Mpη´εqˆδpCq
+
and U “ pU X Vh
2
q ` ipU X Vh
2
q. Using the standard argument involving Caratheodory’s
theorem on convex hulls [Bar02, Theorem 2.3] it is easy to show that C ` S is closed in
Vh
2
; see e.g. [HKM12, Proposition 3.1].
Lemma 4.4. Keep the notation from above. If every solution of (4.4) satisfies
P0 “ 0, Ck “ 0 for all k,
then U X pC ` Sq “ t0u.
Proof. Suppose
(4.6)
˜
RepD1rLq rL˚D˚2
D2rL 0
¸
“
ÿ
i
L˚i Li `
ÿ
k
ˆ
C˚k
C 1˚k
˙
L
`
Ck C
1
k
˘
for D1 P MεˆδpCq, D2 P Mpη´εqˆδpCq, Li P V1, Ck P MdˆεpCq and C 1k P Mdˆpη´εqpCq. By
looking at the degrees on both sides we obtain Li P V0; let us writeÿ
i
L˚i Li “
ˆ
p1 p2
p˚
2
p3
˙
.
Therefore RepD1rLq satisfies (4.4), so p1 “ 0 and Ck “ 0 by the hypothesis. Moreover,
p2 “ 0 by positive semidefiniteness. Finally, since L is monic, (4.6) implies p3 “ 0 and
C 1k “ 0.
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To prove Proposition 4.3 we require a version of the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS)
construction. Given a Hilbert space H , let BpHq denote the (bounded linear) operators
on H .
Lemma 4.5. Suppose λ : V2 Ñ C is a positive linear functional in the sense that
λpf˚fq ą 0 for all f P V1zt0u. Thus, the resulting scalar product xf1, f2yλ :“ λpf˚2 f1q
on V1 makes V1 a Hilbert space and V0 Ď V1 is a subspace. Let π : V1 Ñ V0 “ MηpCq
denote the orthogonal projection. For a P MηpCq let ℓa P BpV0q denote the map f ÞÑ af ,
and let Yj P BpV0q denote the map f ÞÑ πpxjfq. Then,
(1) ℓ˚a “ ℓa˚;
(2) Y ˚j f “ πpx˚j fq;
(3) ℓaYj “ Yjℓa (and hence ℓaY ˚j “ Y ˚j ℓa);
(4) there is a unitary mapping U : Cη b Cη Ñ V0 such that U˚ℓaU “ a b I;
(5) there exists Xj P MηpCq such that U˚YjU “ I bXj, and if L “ C `
ř
j Ajxj `ř
j Bjx
˚
j is an affine linear pencil of size η, then
ULpX,X˚qU˚ “ ℓC `
ÿ
j
ℓAjYj `
ÿ
j
ℓBjY
˚
j .
Proof. The proofs of the first three items are straightforward. To prove (4), since λ|V0 is a
linear functional on MηpCq “ V0, there is a matrix P P MηpCq such that λpfq “ trpPfq.
Further, since λ is positive, P is positive definite. Define U by Upub vq “ uvtP´ 12 and
extend by linearity. By the definition of x¨, ¨yλ,
xUpu1 b v1q, Upu2 b v2qyλ “ λ
´
pu2vt2P´
1
2 q˚u1vt1P´
1
2
¯
“ tr
´
pu1vt1P´
1
2 qP pP´ 12 pu2vt2q˚q
¯
“ trpu1vt1pv˚2 qtu˚2q “ xu1, u2y xv1, v2y,
so U is unitary. Similarly, for a P MηpCq,
xU˚ℓaUpu1 b v1q, pu2 b v2qyλ “ tr
´
ppau1qvt1P´
1
2 qP pP´ 12 pu2vt2q˚q
¯
“ xau1, u2y xv1, v2y
“ xpab Iqpu1 b v1q, u2 b v2y.
Since Yj commutes with each ℓa, it follows that U
˚YjU commutes with each a b I.
Hence there is a Xj P MηpCq such that U˚YjU “ I bXj. Since U is unitary, U˚Y ˚j U “
I bX˚j . Finally, observe that
Aj bXj “ pAj b IqpI bXjq “ U˚ℓAjYjU
and analogously Bj bX˚j “ U˚ℓBjY ˚j U .
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Proof of Proposition 4.3. By Lemma 4.4, U X pC ` Sq “ t0u. Since C ` S is also closed
and convex and since U is a subspace, by [Kle55, Theorem 2.5] there exists an R-linear
functional λ0 : V
h
2
Ñ R satisfying
λ0 ppC ` Sqzt0uq “ Rą0, λ0pU X Vh2 q “ t0u.
We extend λ0 to λ : V2 Ñ C by
λpfq “ λ0
ˆ
1
2
pf ` f˚q
˙
` iλ0
ˆ
1
2i
pf ´ f˚q
˙
.
Note that λ vanishes on U . Since λpSzt0uq “ Rą0, λ is a positive functional, so Lemma
4.5 applies; we assume the notation therein.
Write rL “ rC`ř rAjxj`ř rBjx˚j for rC, rAj, rBj P MδˆεpCq. ForD P Mηˆpδ`η´εqpCq, let
(4.7) FD :“ UpD prL‘ Iη´εqpX,X˚qqU˚ “ ℓDp rC‘Iq `ÿ
j
ℓDp rAj‘0qYj `
ÿ
j
ℓDp rBj‘0qY ˚j ;
the second equality in (4.7) holds by Lemma 4.5(5). Let u denote Iε ‘ 0 P MηpCq
considered as a vector in V0. Then
FDu “
˜
ℓDp rC‘Iq `
ÿ
j
ℓDp rAj‘0qYj `
ÿ
j
ℓDp rBj‘0qY ˚j
¸
u
“ π
˜
Dp rC ‘ IqpI ‘ 0q `ÿ
j
Dp rAj ‘ 0qpI ‘ 0qxj `ÿ
j
Dp rBj ‘ 0qpI ‘ 0qx˚j
¸
“ πpDprL‘ 0qq.
Hence for every f P V0,
xFDu, fyλ “ xDprL‘ 0q, fyλ “ λpf˚DprL‘ 0qq “ 0,
since f˚DprL‘ 0q P U . Thus FDu “ 0 for all D P Mηˆpδ`η´εqpCq. Consequently
prL‘ IqpX,X˚qU˚u “ 0
and hence ker rLpX,X˚q ‰ t0u.
Now fix 0 ‰ v P V0 “ MηpCq and choose an isometry V : Cd Ñ Cη such that
V ˚v ‰ 0. If L “ I `řj Ajxj `řj A˚jx˚j , then
UppV b IqLpX,X˚qpV ˚ b IqqU˚ “ ℓV V ˚ `
ÿ
j
ℓV AjV ˚Yj `
ÿ
j
ℓV A˚j V ˚Y
˚
j
by Lemma 4.5(5) and thus
xUppV b IqLpX,X˚qpV ˚ b IqqU˚v, vyλ “ xπpV LV ˚vq, vyλ “ λpv˚V LV ˚vq ą 0
since v˚V LV ˚v P C is nonzero. It follows that LpX,X˚q is positive definite.
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Corollary 4.6. Let L be a d ˆ d hermitian monic pencil. If rL is a δ ˆ ε affine linear
pencil such that rLpX,X˚q is full rank for every X in the interior of DLpmaxtd, δ, εuq,
then rL is full rank on the interior of DL.
The proof of Corollary 4.6 given below, while not the most efficient, yields an algo-
rithm presented in Subsection 4.3.1 below.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose δ ě ε and let σ “ maxtd, δu.
Given η ď δ and rL, an affine linear pencil of size δ ˆ η such that rLpX,X˚q is full
rank for each X in the interior of DLpσq, consider solutions to the system (4.4), i.e.,
(4.8) RepDrLq “ P0 `ÿ
k
C˚kLCk, P0 ľ 0,
and denote V “ kerP0X
Ş
k kerCk Ď Cη. If, for each solution, V “ Cη (equivalently P0 “
0, Ck “ 0), then there exists X P MσpCqg such that LpX,X˚q ą 0 and ker rLpX,X˚q ‰
t0u by Proposition 4.3, contradicting the assumption on rL. Hence there is a solution
with dimpV q ă η.
We now argue by induction that, with δ fixed, for each η ď δ and each δ ˆ η affine
linear pencil L1 such that L1pX,X˚q is full rank for every X in the interior of DLpσq, we
have L1 is full rank on the interior of DL.
In the case η “ 1, there is a solution to the system (4.4) with 0 “ dimpV q ă η “ 1.
By Lemma 4.2, we conclude that rL is full rank on the interior of DLpσq. Hence the
result holds for η “ 1.
Recall that ε ď δ and suppose the result holds for each η ă ε. Let rL be a δˆε affine
linear pencil that is full rank on the interior of DLpσq. As seen above, there is a solution
D of (4.4) with η “ dimpV q ă ε. In the case η “ 0, just as before, an application of
Lemma 4.2 completes the proof. Accordingly, we assume 0 ă η ă ε. Let rL1 denote the
δ ˆ η pencil whose coefficients are the restrictions of the coefficients of rL to V . Let X
satisfy LpX,X˚q ą 0 and suppose rLpX,X˚qpu` u1q “ 0 for u P V K and u1 P V . Thus,
pu` u1q˚RepDrLqpX,X˚qpu` u1q “ 0
and hence, by equation (4.8),
u˚
˜
P0 `
ÿ
k
C˚kLCk
¸
u “ 0.
Thus u P V and therefore u “ 0. Consequently rL1pX,X˚qu1 “ rLpX,X˚qu1 “ 0. There-
fore, for each X in the interior of DL,
(4.9) ker rLpX,X˚q ‰ t0u ðñ ker rL1pX,X˚q ‰ t0u.
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In particular, by assumption if X is in the interior of DLpσq, then ker rLpX,X˚q “ t0u.
Hence the same is true of rL1. By the induction hypothesis, rL1 is of full rank on the
interior of DL. Therefore rL is of full rank on the interior of DL by (4.9).
4.3.1. Algorithm. Let L be a d ˆ d hermitian monic pencil and let rL be a δ ˆ ε affine
linear pencil. Following the proof of Corollary 4.6 we describe an algorithm for checking
whether rL is of full rank on the interior of L.
Step 1. Solve the following feasibility SDP:
trpRepDrLqp0qq “ 1
RepDrLq “ P0 `ÿ
k
C˚kLCk for some Ck, P0, with P0 ľ 0.
(4.10)
We note that (4.10) is a SDP. Indeed, the first equation is simply a linear constraint,
and the second equation can be rewritten as a semidefinite constraint using (localized)
moment matrices; see e.g. [PNA10, BKP16] for details.
Step 2. If (4.10) is infeasible, then rLpX,X˚q is not of full rank for some X in the
interior of DL by Proposition 4.3.
Step 3. Otherwise we have a solution with V :“ kerP0 X
Ş
k kerCk Ĺ Cε.
Step 3.1 If V “ p0q, then rL is of full rank on the interior of DL by Lemma 4.2.
Step 3.2. If ε1 “ dim V ą 0, then let rL1 be the δ ˆ ε1 affine linear pencil whose
coefficients are the restrictions of coefficients of rL to V . Then rL is of full rank on the
interior of DL if and only if rL1 is of full rank on the interior of DL. Now we apply Step
1 to rL1; since rL1 is of smaller size than rL, the procedure will eventually stop.
5. Examples
We say that a hermitian f P Căx, x˚ą with fp0q “ 1 is aminimal degree defining
polynomial for Df if deg h ě deg f for every hermitian h P Căx, x˚ą such that
Df “ Dh. In this section we present examples of hermitian polynomials f such that
Df is a free spectrahedron, f is a minimal degree defining polynomial for Df , and f
is of degree more than two. By Theorem 1.5 such an f necessarily factors, even if
Df corresponds to an indecomposable pencil. The construction of such f relies on the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose f1, s P Căx, x˚ą are atoms and L is a hermitian monic pencil. If
(1) sp0q “ 1 “ f1p0q and deg f1 ą 2;
(2) Zf1 “ ZL and thus Kf1 “ DL;
(3) s is hermitian;
(4) f1s “ sf˚1 ;
(5) spX,X˚q ą 0 for all pX,X˚q P DL,
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then f :“ f1s is hermitian and Df “ DL. Furthermore, a minimal degree defining
polynomial for Df has degree at least 1` deg f1.
Proof. The polynomial f is hermitian by items (3) and (4), and Df “ DL holds by item
(2) and (5). Now let h be an arbitrary hermitian polynomial satisfying Dh “ Df . LetrL denote a minimal hermitian monic pencil such that DrL “ DL. By Lemma 2.5(2)
Zh Ě ZrL. Since Kf1 “ DrL, f1 is an atom and rL is minimal, Zf1 “ ZrL. Thus Zh Ě Zf1 .
Since f1 is an atom, h has an atomic factor of degree deg f1 by [HKV18, Theorem 4.3(3)].
Thus the degree of h exceeds two by item (1). Hence h is not an atom by Theorem 1.5.
It follows that deg h ě 1` deg f1.
For the rest of this section let g “ 1 and x “ x1.
5.1. Example of degree 4. Let
f1 “ 1` x` x˚ ´ 2xx˚ ´ px` x˚qxx˚, s “ 1` 1
2
px` x˚q
and
L “
¨˝
1` x` x˚ 0 x
0 1 x
x˚ x˚ 1
‚˛.
Let us sketch how to verify the assumptions of Lemma 5.1. Clearly, s is an atom and
items (1) and (3) of Lemma 5.1 hold. Using standard realization algorithms (e.g. as
in [BGM05]) one checks that L appears in a minimal realization of f´1
1
. Moreover, a
direct computation shows that L is indecomposable. Hence f1 is an atom by Proposition
2.7(3), and item (2) holds by Proposition 2.7(1). Next, item (4) is straightforward to
verify. Finally, for every pX,X˚q P DL we have I ` X ` X˚ ľ 0 and consequently
I ` 1
2
pX `X˚q ą 0, so item (5) holds.
By Lemma 5.1, f “ f1s is hermitian with Df “ DL, and f is a minimal degree
defining polynomial for Df since deg f “ 4 “ deg f1 ` 1. Note that
tpX,X˚q : fpX,X˚q ľ 0u ‰ DL
in this case.
5.2. Example of degree 5 or 6. Let
f1 “ 1´ px` x˚q ´ 2px` x˚q2 ´ 2x˚x` px` x˚q3 ` 2px` x˚q2x˚x,
s “ 1´ px` x˚q2
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and
L “
¨˚
˚˝˚1´
1
2
px` x˚q ´?2px` x˚q 1
2
px` x˚q x˚
´?2px` x˚q 1 0 0
1
2
px` x˚q 0 1´ 1
2
px` x˚q ´x˚
x 0 ´x 1
‹˛‹‹‚.
As in the previous example the only item of Lemma 5.1 that is not simple to verify is
(5). Observe that the upper 2 ˆ 2 block of L depends only on the hermitian variable
h “ x` x˚. The same holds for s “ 1´ h2. Hence it suffices to see that s ą 0 on DLp1q,
which is true since
det
ˆ
1´ ρ
2
´?2ρ
´?2ρ 1
˙
ě 0 ùñ 1´ ρ2 ą 0
for ρ P R. If f “ f1s, then Df is a free spectrahedron domain whose minimal degree
defining polynomial has degree at least 5. Note that deg f “ 6, but we do not know
whether f is a minimal degree defining polynomial.
Of course, by taking a Schur complement of L we obtain a quadratic 2ˆ 2 noncom-
mutative polynomial q with Dq “ DL:
q “
ˆ
1´ x
2
´ x˚
2
´ 2x2 ´ 2xx˚ ´ 3x˚x´ 2px˚q2 x
2
` x˚
2
` x˚x
x
2
` x˚
2
` x˚x 1´ x
2
´ x˚
2
´ x˚x
˙
.
5.3. High degree atoms with convex Kf . In the previous two subsections we ob-
tained atoms f1 of degree 3, 4 with convex Kf1 in line with the [DHM07] conjecture
about such polynomials having degree at most four. Nevertheless, it is easy to construct
examples of such polynomials f of high degree.
For example, let
f “ 1` 4px` x˚q ` 2px2 ` px˚q2q ´ xx˚ ´ 7xx˚px` x˚q ´ 4x˚xpx` x˚q
´ xx˚px2 ` px˚q2q ` 2xx˚pxx˚ ` x˚xqpx` x˚q.
That Kf “ DL, where
L “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
1´ x´ x˚ x ´x´ x˚ x ´x x` x˚
x˚ 1 0 0 0 0
´x´ x˚ 0 1` x` x˚ ´x x ´x´ x˚
x˚ 0 ´x˚ 1 0 0
´x˚ 0 x˚ 0 1 0
x` x˚ 0 ´x´ x˚ 0 0 1` 2x` 2x˚
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
can be checked using realization theory.
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5.4. Counterexample to a one-term Positivstellensatz. One might hope that for
polynomials whose semialgebraic sets are spectrahedra, there exists a one-term Pos-
itivstellensatz (cf. [HKM12, Theorem 1.1]), meaning: if Df “ DL for a hermitian
polynomial f with fp0q ą 0 and a d ˆ d hermitian monic pencil L, then there exists
W P MdˆdpCăx, x˚ąq such that
(5.1) Id b f “ f ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ f “W ˚LW.
We note that such a conclusion holds for f that are real parts of a noncommutative
analytic function under natural irreducibility and minimality assumptions on L. For a
proof we refer the gentle reader to [AHKM18], where this fact is exploited to charac-
terize bianalytic maps between free spectrahedra. However, with Example 5.1 we shall
demonstrate that (5.1) does not hold in general.
Let us assume the notation of Example 5.1 and suppose there existsW P Căx, x˚ą3ˆ3
such that
(5.2)
¨˝
f 0 0
0 f 0
0 0 f
‚˛“ W ˚LW.
Let Ωpnq and Υpnq be g-tuples of nˆn generic matrices and consider evaluations of f,W, L
at pΩpnq,Υpnqq. Taking determinants of both sides of (5.2) gives`
det fpΩpnq,Υpnqq˘3 “ detW ˚pΩpnq,Υpnqq detLpΩpnq,Υpnqq detW pΩpnq,Υpnqq.
Since detLpΩpnq,Υpnqq “ det f1pΩpnq,Υpnqq,
(5.3)
`
det f1pΩpnq,Υpnqq
˘2 `
det spΩpnq,Υpnqq˘3 “ detW ˚pΩpnq,Υpnqq detW pΩpnq,Υpnqq.
Recall that s “ 1` 1
2
px`x˚q, so p “ det spΩpnq,Υpnqq is an irreducible polynomial for all
n P N. Therefore it divides detW ˚pΩpnq,Υpnqq or detW pΩpnq,Υpnqq by (5.3). But s is a
hermitian polynomial, so p divides detW ˚pΩpnq,Υpnqq and detW pΩpnq,Υpnqq. Therefore
the left-hand side of (5.3) is divisible by p3 but not by p4, while the highest power of p
dividing the right-hand side of (5.3) is even, a contradiction.
5.5. High degree matrix atoms defining free spectrahedra. It is fairly easy to
produce examples of indecomposable hermitian matrix polynomials F of arbitrary high
degree such that DF is a free spectrahedron. For example, let p P MδpCăx, x˚ąqzMδpCq
be arbitrary and let
F “
¨˝
I 0 x
0 I p
x˚ p˚ I ` p˚p
‚˛.
Then degF “ 2 deg p and detF pΩpnq,Υpnqq “ detpI ´ ΥpnqΩpnqq is irreducible for all
n P N, so F is an atom. Further, DF “ D1´x˚x is a free spectrahedron.
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6. Classifying hermitian flip-poly pencils
A byproduct of investigations in earlier sections is a description of hermitian monic
flip-poly pencils, which helped us construct Examples 5.1 and 5.2. Since it is of inde-
pendent interest, we present it here in more detail.
A dˆ d monic pencil L “ I ´ AÄx is called flip-poly [HKV18, Section 5.3] if
Aj “ Nj ` vju˚
where the Nj are jointly nilpotent d ˆ d matrices and u, vj P Cd. Such pencils are
important for distinguishing free loci of polynomials among all free loci.
Proposition 6.1 ([HKV18, Corollary 5.5]). The set of free loci of polynomials coincides
with the set of free loci of flip-poly pencils.
In this section we further examine the structure of hermitian flip-poly pencils. If
L “ I´AÄx´A˚Ä x˚ is a dˆd flip-poly pencil, then by the definition above there exist
jointly nilpotent matrices N1, . . . , Ng, N˜1, . . . , N˜g and vectors u, v1, . . . , vg, v˜1, . . . , v˜g such
that
Aj “ Nj ` vju˚, A˚j “ N˜j ` v˜ju˚.
The following folklore statement is a consequence of Engel’s theorem [Hum78, Corol-
lary 3.3] and the Gram-Schmidt process.
Lemma 6.2. Given jointly nilpotent matrices, there is an orthonormal basis in which
they are simultaneously strictly upper triangular.
After a unitary change of basis (which preserves the hermitian property of L) we
can therefore assume that Nj , N˜j are strictly upper triangular matrices. For every j,
0 “ Aj ´ pA˚j q˚ “ Nj ` vju˚ ´ N˜˚j ´ uv˜˚j ,
or equivalently,
(6.1) Nj ´ N˜˚j “ uv˜˚j ´ vju˚.
On the left-hand side of (6.1) there is a matrix with diagonal identically 0. Looking at
the right-hand side of (6.1) we then obtain
(6.2) ukv˜kj “ ukvkj ,
for every 1 ď j ď g and 1 ď k ď d, where vk denotes the kth component of v.
Conversely, let u, v1, . . . , vg P Cd be arbitrary. Next we choose v˜1, . . . , v˜g that satisfy
equations (6.2). Observe that this can always be done: if uk ‰ 0, then v˜kj is determined
by uk and vkj ; and if u
k “ 0, then we can choose an arbitrary value for v˜kj . Then
the matrices uv˜˚j ´ vju˚ have diagonals identically 0. Hence by declaring Nj to be the
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strictly upper triangular part of uv˜˚j ´ vju˚, we obtain matrices Aj “ Nj ` vju˚ such
that L “ I ´ AÄx´ A˚Äx˚ is flip-poly.
Thus we derived the following result.
Proposition 6.3. Let L “ I ´AÄx´A˚Ä x˚. Then L is flip-poly if and only if there
exist vectors u, v1, . . . , vg such that, after a unitary change of coordinates, Aj “ Nj`vju˚,
with Nj being the strictly upper triangular part of the matrix uv˜
˚
j ´ vju˚, where v˜j is a
vector satisfying
v˜kj “
ukvkj
uk
for uk ‰ 0.
Remark 6.4. Note that vectors v˜j in Proposition 6.3 are uniquely determined if all the
entries of u are nonzero. Furthermore, if one is only interested in symmetric pencils, i.e.,
hermitian pencils with real entries, then the form of L can be further simplified when
u P pRzt0uqd. Namely, in this case one has v˜j “ vj for all j. Moreover, since matrices
uv˚j ´ vju˚ are skew-symmetric, it follows by (6.1) that Aj “ A˚j for all j. Thus in this
situation one has L “ I´AÄpx`x˚q for symmetric Aj ; in particular, DL is unbounded.
Of course, in general not every symmetric flip-poly pencil is of this form, see Examples
5.1 and 5.2.
7. Hereditary polynomials
We say that a noncommutative polynomial f is hereditary if it is a linear combina-
tion of words uv with u Păx˚ą and v Păxą. Furthermore, f is truly hereditary if it
is not analytic or anti-analytic, i.e., f R CăxąYCăx˚ą. Hereditary polynomials arise
naturally in free function theory [Gre11]; they are a tame analog of free real analytic
functions. For example, the composite of an analytic polynomial (with no x˚) with an
hermitian pencil, a heavily studied class of objects in the geometry of free convex sets
(cf. [AHKM18]), is hereditary. Similarly, the hereditary functional calculus [Agl88] is a
powerful tool in operator theory and complex analysis.
In this section we prove the following.
Theorem 7.1. Let f be a hereditary polynomial and fp0q “ 1. Then f admits a unique
factorization
(7.1) f “ phq, pp0q “ hp0q “ qp0q “ 1,
with p anti-analytic, q analytic, and h a truly hereditary atom or constant. If f is
moreover hermitian, then q “ p˚ and h “ h˚.
The normalization pp0q “ hp0q “ qp0q “ 1 is only required to avoid “uniqueness up
to scaling”. Before giving a proof of Theorem 7.1 we record the following corollary.
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Corollary 7.2. Any hereditary minimal degree defining polynomial for a free spectrahe-
dron is an atom, and hence has degree at most 2.
Proof. Let f be hereditary and minimal degree defining polynomial for Df , and let
Df “ DL for a minimal hermitian monic pencil L. Therefore BDL Ď Zf and hence
ZL Ď Zf by Proposition 2.3. Furthermore, after a unitary change of basis we can
assume that L “ L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Lℓ, where the Li are pairwise non-similar indecomposable
hermitian pencils. Observe that for each i and large enough n, the irreducible polynomial
detLipΩpnq,Υpnqq cannot be independent of Ωpnq or Υpnq by [KV17, Proposition 3.3],
where Ωpnq and Υpnq are g-tuples of nˆ n generic matrices.
By Theorem 7.1, f “ a˚ha, where a is analytic, and h is a hermitian hereditary
atom. Since
ZL1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ZLℓ “ ZL Ď Zf “ Za Y Zh Y Za˚ ,
the previous paragraph implies ZLi Ď Zh. Since h is an atom it follows that ZLi “ Zh.
Because the Li are pairwise non-similar indecomposable pencils, we necessarily have
ℓ “ 1, so L is indecomposable. Therefore Dh “ DL by Proposition 2.5(3). Thus, h is
concave of degree at most two by Theorem 1.5. Finally, since f is of minimal degree,
a “ 1 and f “ h.
Corollary 7.3. If q P Căxą and Dq`q˚ is a free spectrahedron, then degpqq ď 1.
Proof. Observe that q ` q˚ is an atom in Căx, x˚ą for every non-constant q P Căxą.
Therefore q ` q˚ is of degree at most 2 and concave by Theorem 1.5, so
q ` q˚ “ α` ℓ ´
ÿ
k
ℓ˚kℓk
for some α ą 0 and linear polynomials ℓ, ℓk P Căx, x˚ą. If some ℓk is nonzero, then
ℓ´řk ℓ˚kℓk has a term of the form αxjx˚j or αx˚jxj with α ă 0. On the other hand, there
are no mixed terms in q ` q˚, so we conclude that ℓk “ 0 for all k. Therefore q is affine
linear.
7.1. Proof of existence of the factorization (7.1).
Lemma 7.4. Suppose f is hereditary and f “ pq. If p R Căx˚ą, then q P Căxą. If
f “ a˚hb and a, b P Căxą, then h is hereditary.
Proof. To prove the first statement, suppose p R Căx˚ą and q R Căxą. Write, p “ř
pαα and q “
ř
qββ. There exists a word α
1 and a j such that α1 contains xj and
pα1 ‰ 0; and there is a word β 1 and a k such that β 1 contains x˚k and qβ1 ‰ 0. Without
loss of we may assume that the (total) degrees of α1 and β 1 are maximal with these
properties. Now,
f “
ÿ
γ
` ÿ
αβ“γ
pαqβ
˘
γ.
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Let Γ “ α1β 1 and note that this word is not hereditary. Thus,ÿ
αβ“Γ
pαqβ “ 0.
It follows that there exists words σ and τ such that pσ, τq ‰ pα1, β 1q, pσ ‰ 0, qτ ‰ 0 and
Γ “ στ “ α1β 1. It follows that either α1 properly divides σ on the left, in which case σ
contains xj and |σ| ą |α1|, contradicting the choice of α1; or βm properly divides τ on
the right, in which case τ contains x˚k and |τ | ą |β 1|, contradicting the choice of β 1.
The second statement can be proved in a similar fashion. Sketching the argument,
write
h “
ÿ
hββ
and, arguing by contradiction, suppose there is a β 1 such that hβ1 ‰ 0 has an x to the
left of an x˚. Let α1 and γ1 denote maximum degree terms in a˚ and b. It follows that
α1β 1γ1 must appear in a˚hb (and has largest degree amongst words in a˚hb containing
an x to the left of an x˚) and thus f is not hereditary.
Proof of existence in Theorem 7.1. The hereditary polynomial p factors as
f “ q0q1q2 . . . qsqs`1, qkp0q “ 1,
where q0 “ 1 “ qs`1 and, for each 1 ď j ď s, the factor qj is an atom. Sup-
pose, without loss of generality, that f R Căxą. There is an 1 ď r ď s such that
qr`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qs`1 P Căxą, but qrqr`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qs`1 R Căxą. By Lemma 7.4, q0q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qr´1 P
Căx˚ą as f “ pq0q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qr´1q pqr ¨ ¨ ¨ qs`1q is hereditary. Thus f “ a˚hb, where a “
pq0q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qr´1q˚, qr`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qs`1 P Căxą and h “ qr. By the other half of Lemma 7.4, qr is
hereditary and the proof is complete.
7.2. Proof of uniqueness of the factorization (7.1). Proving uniqueness requires
background from Cohn [Coh06] which we now introduce.
Let q1, q2, pq1, pq2 P Căxą and suppose
(7.2) q1q2 “ pq1pq2.
If
q1Căxą`pq1Căxą “ Căxą, Căxą q2 ` Căxą pq2 “ Căxą,
then (7.2) is called a comaximal relation [Coh06, Section 0.5]. If, moreover, q1, q2, pq1, pq2
are atoms and
q1CăxąX pq1Căxą is a principal right ideal in Căxą,
then (7.2) is called a comaximal transposition [Coh06, Section 3.2].
Next, q1, pq2 are stably associated [Coh06, Section 0.5] if
Id b pq2 “ P pId b q1qQ,
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for some d P N and P,Q P GLd`1pCăxąq.
Proposition 7.5 ([Coh06, Proposition 0.5.6]). q1 and pq2 are stably associated if and
only if they appear in a comaximal relation (7.2) for some q2, pq1.
Finally, a factorization f “ f1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fℓ in Căxą is complete [Coh06, Section 3.2] if the
fk are atoms. Two complete factorizations of f are identified if their factors only differ
up to scalars. Note that a noncommutative polynomial can admit distinct complete
factorizations, e.g.
p1` x1x2qx1 “ x1p1` x2x1q.
However, this relation is a comaximal transposition. In fact, the following holds.
Proposition 7.6 ([Coh06, Proposition 3.2.9]). Given two complete factorizations of a
polynomial, one can pass between them by a finite sequence of comaximal transpositions
on adjacent pairs of atomic factors (in particular, they have the same length).
Let us illustrate what is meant by a “finite sequence of comaximal transpositions”.
Suppose that q1q2q3q4 is a complete factorization that can be transformed to a different
factorization by applying comaximal transpositions on positions p2, 3q, p3, 4q and p1, 2q
(in this order). This means that
q1q2q3q4 “ q1pq2pq3q4 “ q1pq2ppq3pq4 “ pq1ppq2ppq3pq4,
where
q2q3 “ pq2pq3, pq3q4 “ ppq3pq4, q1pq2 “ pq1ppq2
are comaximal transpositions.
Lemma 7.7. Suppose ℓh “ f1f2 is a comaximal relation where ℓ P Căx˚ą, h is
hereditary, f1, f2 P Căx, x˚ą and all are normalized to equal 1 at the origin. Then
f1, f2, h P Căx˚ą.
Analogously, if hr “ f1f2 is a comaximal relation with r P Căxą and h hereditary,
then f1, f2, h P Căxą.
Proof. By Proposition 7.5, ℓ and f2 are stably associated. Then by the definition of
stable associativity there exists α P Czt0u such that
det ℓpΥpnqq “ αn det f2pΩpnq,Υpnqq
for all n P N, where Ωpnq and Υpnq are tuples of n ˆ n generic matrices. By [HKV18,
Proposition 5.11], f2 P Căx˚ą. But f1f2 “ ℓh is hereditary, so f1 P Căx˚ą and
consequently h P Căx˚ą.
Proof of uniqueness in Theorem 7.1. Suppose f “ phq “ pphpq are two factorizations as
in Theorem 7.1. Let
p “ p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk, p“ p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ppk, q “ q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qℓ, pq “ pq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pqpℓ
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be complete factorizations (with factors equal to 1 at the origin). Then
(7.3) p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pkhq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qℓ “ p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ppkphpq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pqpℓ.
and by Proposition 7.6 we can pass from the left-hand side to the right-hand side of
(7.3) by a series of comaximal transpositions. The heart of the proof is that there
cannot be any transposing around the “middle” factor h unless it is trivial. Since f
and all the factors p, q, h are normalized to equal 1 at 0, we can apply Lemma 7.7 to
conclude the proof: for if we can transpose pkh, then h P Căx˚ą and so h “ 1 since h is
truly hereditary. Likewise for hq1. When h is not trivial, comaximal transpositions can
therefore only occur among the first k ´ 1 factors and last ℓ´ 1 factors of the left-hand
side in (7.3). However, these comaximal transpositions preserve p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk and q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qℓ.
Thus we conclude that p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk “ p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ppk and q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qℓ “ pq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pqpℓ. Therefore p “ p and
q “ pq, and consequently h “ ph.
The last part of Theorem 7.1 is a direct consequence of the uniqueness.
Appendix A. Modification of the theory: rational functions
For the reader familiar with nc rational functions as found in [Coh06, KVV09], we
point out that Theorem 1.1 extends to matrix noncommutative rational functions in a
straightforward way. Assume r P C păx, x˚ qąδˆδ is regular at the origin and rp0q “ I.
Then we defineK
r
“ ŤnKrpnq, whereKrpnq is the closure of the connected component of pX,X˚q P MnpCq2g : r is regular at pX,X˚q and det rpX,X˚q ‰ 0(
containing the origin.
Now let I ` c˚L´1b be a minimal FM realization for r ‘ r´1 P C păx qą2δˆ2δ. Using
Remark 2.6(3) we observe that ZL is precisely the set of all pX,X˚q for which either r is
not defined at pX,X˚q or r is regular at pX,X˚q and det rpX,X˚q “ 0. By comparing
this observation with the definition of K
r
, we see that
(A.1) K
r
“ KL.
Now we apply the proof of Theorem 1.1 to L.
Likewise, from (A.1) we deduce that Corollary 1.3 holds for rational functions r. This
leads to improvements and strengthening of recent positivity results for noncommutative
rational functions [KPV17, Pas18]. For instance, a rational function r is positive definite
on the interior of DL if and only if rp0q ą 0 and rL is invertible on intDL, where rL is the
minimal pencil in an FM realization of r ‘ r´1. The latter condition can be efficiently
checked by the algorithm of Subsection 4.3.
In [Pas18], Pascoe gives a Positivstellensatz certifying when a noncommutative ra-
tional function r that is defined on DL, is positive semidefinite on DL. For bounded DL
our algorithms provide means of verifying whether r is defined on DL. Let rL be the
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minimal pencil in an FM realization of r. Then rL is invertible on DL if and only if there
is ε ą 0 such that rLrL˚ ´ ε is invertible on intDL, and this is something that can be
checked with a sequence of SDPs (cf. Subsection 4.3).
We conclude with a variant of Theorem 1.5 for rational functions. McMillan de-
gree ([KVV09]) of a rational function is the size of the linear pencil in its minimal FM
realization. Lemma A.2 below asserts that, given L a minimal hermitian monic pencil
L, there exists a hermitian s P C păx, x˚ qą such that K
s
“ DL. We say that a hermitian
r P C păx, x˚ qą is minimal (McMillan) degree defining for DL if Kr “ DL and the
McMillan degree of r is smallest amongst all hermitian s such that K
s
“ DL.
Proposition A.1. Let r “ r˚ P C păx, x˚ qą be regular at the origin and rp0q “ 1. Suppose
that K
r
is a free spectrahedron DL for an indecomposable hermitian monic pencil L. If
r is minimal McMillan degree defining for DL, then either r or r
´1 is concave or convex
with the pencil in its minimal FM realization being equal to L.
Lemma A.2. Suppose L is an indecomposable hermitian monic pencil of size d and
0 ‰ pc P Cd is of norm ă 1. Setting pb “ AcÄx` A˚cÄx˚ and pr “ 1` pc˚L´1pb,
Kpr “ DL,pr´1 is defined on intDL and pr˚ “ pr.
Proof. Since the converse of Lemma 3.1 evidently holds, r˚ “ r. By Remark 2.6(5) we
have pr´1 “ 1´ pc˚L´1ˆ pb, where Lˆ “ L` pbpc˚. Since L is indecomposable and pc ‰ 0 andpb ‰ 0, the realization pr “ 1 ` pc˚L´1pb is observable and controllable, and thus minimal
by Remark 2.6(1). Consequently pr´1 “ 1 ´ pc˚L´1ˆ pb is also minimal. The pencil Lˆ is
invertible on intDL because
pI ´ pcpc˚qpL` pbpc˚q “ pI ´ pcpc˚qpcpc˚ ` pI ´ pcpc˚qLpI ´ pcpc˚q.
By the definition of Kpr we have
Kpr “ KL‘Lˆ ,
so invertibility of Lˆ on intDL implies
Kpr “ DL.
Furthermore, the domain of pr´1 is the complement of ZLˆ by Remark 2.6(3), so pr´1 is
defined on intDL.
Proof of Proposition A.1. Let L “ I ´AÄx´A˚Äx˚ be of size d. Let r “ 1` c˚rL´1b
be a minimal realization. Hence r´1 “ 1 ´ c˚rL´1ˆ b, where rLˆ is the pencil appearing
in Remark 2.6(5), is a minimal realization for r´1. Since K
r
“ DL, the topological
boundary of DL is contained in
tpX, Y q : r is undefined at pX, Y qu Y tpX, Y q : r´1 is undefined at pX, Y qu “ ZrL Y ZrLˆ .
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Since L is an indecomposable hermitian monic pencil, it is minimal. Thus, by Proposition
2.3, ZL Ď ZrL Y ZrLˆ . Since L is indecomposable, either ZL Ď ZrL or ZL Ď ZrLˆ .
Without loss of generality suppose ZL Ď ZrL (otherwise replace r by r´1). Since L is
indecomposable, up to similarity (change of basis), rL has the form (1.4), where one
of the blocks equals L. On the other hand, by Lemma A.2, the size of rL is no larger
than the size of L. Hence rL is similar to L and we may assume, by modifying c,b and
A appropriately, that rL “ L. Therefore, as L is an indecomposable hermitian monic
pencil,
r “ 1` λc˚L´1pAcÄx` A˚cÄx˚q “ 1` λpc˚L´1c´ c˚cq
for some λ P Rzt0u by Lemma 3.1. Since L is monic and hermitian, r is concave or
convex (depending on the sign of λ).
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